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A brief (informal) introduction

I love my cat. My cat hates mice. I don't have particular inclination towards furry rodents, but as I 
befriend my cat, shouldn't I be sympathetic with him and hate mice as well?

I had a bad day at work, but as I get home, my wife warmly welcomes me and treats me with my 
favorite dishes for dinner. At the end of the day, will I be sad or happy? 

It's fascinating that the mind, which defines ourselves through our experience and the means by 
which we use it to interact with the outer world, is still a largely unknown device. But as the 
mystery is beginning to be unveiled, we can start to try to model it as an immense set of concepts 
and relations between those.

As the name suggests, the Concept-Relation Algebra (or shortly cr-algebra) is a formal calculus 
system aiming to determine what the consequences of direct relationships between concepts are, 
once they are organized in a network of formalized entities. 

The aim of cr-algebra is that to provide a mean to determine what is the relation between two 
distant concepts by analyzing the network of concepts and relations that tie them together. While the 
immediate aim is that of formalizing this “distant relations” in numbers and mathematical structures 
so that they can easily be analyzed and compared, the final aim is that to provide expressive power 
to this findings so that they can be used to produce new, or at least improved knowledge from the 
facts we knew before. The idea behind cr-algebra is shamelessly that of be a device to improve the 
power of our insight.

As it is a knowledge reorganizer, if not a knowledge generator, cr-algebra can be used to 
implement decision algorithms where the knowledge of the problem is partial, or local, or not well 
formalized. In short, it can be used in those domains where fuzzy logic is currently applied. 
However, its applications on the IT field are not limited to decision making, as the cr-algebra is a 
natural and straightforward approach to manipulate and query informal data structures as 
knowledge bases. 

IT is not the only scientific domain where cr-algebra can find a direct application. For instance, 
systems of linear equations are a special case of a Concept-Relation network that is analyzed in this 
paper. Variables of the system are categorized as concepts, while the operations binding them are 
abstracted as the relations. By reorganizing the bare-bone math as a network of concepts and 
relations, the numbers gain a new significance and start to map the reality directly, while the 
mathematical expressions they originated from mapped it indirectly. The descriptive power of this 
approach allows to associate, or simply understand, new meanings out of what was formerly 
structured as a set of mathematical expressions.
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Purpose of this document

The purpose of this document is that to provide a first introduction to CR-algebra and to its basics 
components. Some formal definitions are presented in order to provide a mathematic base on which 
the reader can follow the formal reasoning and acquire the basic techniques to operate on CR 
graphs. 

On the other side, the concepts behind the CR-algebra, and its significance in terms of knowledge 
analysis and production, are presented informally so to help the reader to gain a more direct 
understanding. On this regard, we're trying to learn how to achieve and widespread insight 
throughout the past experiences of mankind; for instance, from Zen philosophy. A famous Zen 
precept instructs: if you find Buddha on your Way, kill him. We're going to kill a couple of buddahs 
or so from now on.

Informal description

Cr-algebra is composed of three elements:

• The concepts that model the reality that is to be analyzed.

• The relations between those concepts.

• The operations between the relations, which allow to determine the value of relations that 
were formerly unknown.

We can informally define a concept as... a concept. It's simply “anything you can think of”. Which 
would include relations and operations, as you can think of them. And in fact, relations and 
operations are concepts as well; just they are a bit special, so that while a relation is a concept, not 
all the concepts can be a relation, and the same can be said for an operation. For instance, you can 
think you (concept) love (relation) your cat (concept), and you can think you (concept) can help 
(relation) your love (concept); but you can't cat your love. However, a general distinction is not 
important at all; actually, trying to draw a formal and always valid distinction would be, while very 
difficult, useless and even harmful. We distinguish between concepts, relations and operations only 
in the context where we use them. In other contexts, roles can be different, or reversed, and we can 
even shift contexts while proceeding with our analysis, to use a concept that was just calculated as a 
relation of a new calculation. Needless to say, the context is a concept...
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Formal description

Cr-algebra is an extension of the graph theory. A network of concepts and relations is a directed 
weighted graph, where the nodes represent concepts and the directed arcs represents a direct  
relation. The differences between the base definition of a directed weighted graph and a CR-algebra 
graph (or simply CR-graph) are two: 

• the weights are called connections (w), and are a pair of two elements: the relation type (τ) 
and the strength operator (σ); 

• The relation type (τ) is defined as an element of a numerable set of types (T).  

• the concepts are nodes (v) with an associated function called concept value (φ), taking a 
node and a relation type, with co-domain in an arbitrary vectorial space. The application of 
φ(v,  τ) is called value of concept v in τ. 

Formally:

G={V , A }
V={v1, v2, ...vn }
A={a1, a2, ...am }
T={1,2...g }
A∋a=〈wi , vk∈V ,v j∈V 〉
wi=〈∈T ,i 〉
 :V ,T U

It is to be noticed that, under the above definition, a concept can be in relation with itself  (in 
a i∈A : 〈wi , vk∈V ,v j∈V 〉 , k and j can be the same). 

Two functions are defined in arc space A, the  predecessor and successor functions; they 
respectively bind an arc with the first and second node between which it is defined:

p : AV , s : AV
a=〈w ,v1 , v2〉⇒ p a =v1 , s a =v2

Before moving forward, we define the strength operator: it's an operator that, when applied to a 
node, gives the result of the value function of the predecessor of its arc under the associated relation 
type:

a= 〈wi=〈 ,i 〉 , vk , v j 〉⇔vk ,= n ,v j

It is also useful to define the unbound strength operator, which is the strength operator once the 
relation type is passed to the value function of the successor concept:

v⇔ v ,

a= 〈wi=〈 ,i 〉 , vk , v j 〉⇔vk ,=  iv j ,

The passage  v⇒ v , is called unbounding in τ. The only requirement for the strength 
operator is that the unbounding operation is distributive:

 u n ,m,=u n ,um ,= n m⋅,
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In other words, the function determining the value of the node that is seen by the strength operator 
when it is applied under a certain relation type must not change depending on when the operator is 
applied in a sequence. Yet, the value itself (the result of the value function) might change.

In the vast majority of graph algebras, when a weight is a defined it is usually a real number (and 
often it is defined only in a range of values). The space of the weights in the CR-algebra is 
comprising all the relation types and all the operators that can bind two node (concept) values; it is 
then useful to explicitly define it as the W space:

W= {0, I , 〈 ,〉 :∀∈T ,∈ }

The W space has a special connection called “empty connection”, which is used to indicate that 
there isn't any connection between two nodes. The space has also an identity connection I, which is 
the neuter operand for some of the CR-algebra operations. We'll see more about this connections 
later on.

Paths and cycles

Borrowing the concepts of walk, path, and cycle from the standard graph theory, we define the 
walk between two nodes as any non-empty sequence of nodes and arches connecting them:

Walk v1, vn:={v1 , a1 , v 2 , a2, v3 ... vn−1 , an−1 , vn ∣ p a i=vi , sai=vi1∀1≤in}

A a special kind of walk that has particular significance in the CR algebra is the path: it's a walk 
where nodes are never repeated. Paths are indicated by P, an uppercase Latin 'p' letter.

P v1, vn:={ v1 , a1 , v2 ... an−1 , v n ∣

p a i=v i , s ai=v i1∀1≤in ,
v j≠vk∀1≤ j≤n ,1≤k≤n , j≠k }

Another special kind of walk that is used in the CR-Algebra is the cycle. A cycle is a walk where 
nodes are never repeated except the last one, which is the same of the first one. Cycles (known also 
as loops or circles) are indicated with the C Latin uppercase letter.

C v1 :={ v1 , a1 , v2 ... vn , an , v1 ∣

p a i=v i , s a i=v i1∀1≤in ,
p an=vn , s an=v1 ,
v j≠vk∀1≤ j≤n ,1≤k≤n , j≠k }

Notice that a path defines the arches between 1 and n-1, while the nodes are in [1..n]; in a cycle, 
arches are defined in [1..n], as nodes, but the last arch has a special rule where its successor is the 
first node.

Cycles are distinct not just for the node and arcs they contain, but also because of the order in 
which nodes are found. In other words, a different cycle can be built on each node it contains. In 
other words, if we build a set of all the nodes found in a cycle:

C={v1 , v2 ... vn∈C v1}

then, each the following rule holds true:

C v j≠C v k ∀ v j∈C , v k∈C , j≠k

For brevity, paths and cycles are conventionally written as a sequences of arcs, as the nodes they 
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connect are unambiguously determined through the predecessor and successor functions. However, 
the two nodes in the arc triplet are integral part of paths and cycles.

The relationship function

Given this definitions, we can define the relationship function ρ that indicates which is the 
connection, or which are the connections, between two nodes called source and sink, and generally 
indicated by v and v :

 :V 2
W n≥1

The domain in square-V set is self-explanatory; we want the connection between two nodes. The 
exponent of the W co-domain is a bit more cryptic. It's meaning is that more connections, each 
bearing a different relation type, could be linking two distant nodes. For instance, a person might be 
attached to its cat, but also feel a bit of distress towards its attitude to systematically destroy its sofa. 
This double relation might or might not find a synthesis through an operator which knows how to 
deal with it; but more subtly, an application of an operator might create a double (or multiple) 
relationship which is then not  possible to reconcile anymore. For instance, even when the relations 
in the graph are elected in a purely mathematic domain, a relation define as being a zero in a 
quadratic equation will lead to two possible outcomes; the application of the zero-of  weight relation 
might generate two weights depending on the structure of the subsequent part of the path.

If two nodes are completely unrelated (if there isn't any path in G connecting them), then the 
result of the relation function will be the empty connection.

Dividing the problem in two steps, it is possible to define a relationship function under a given 
relationship type as a function of the set containing:

• all the paths that can be built between the source and the sink of the relationship

• all the circles defined on any node of those paths.

Formally:

 :V 2


v , v= f {P={P v , v∈G }, C={C v k ∈G∣v k∈P}}

Intuitively, the result of the relationship function on a certain type will be a strength operator that 
is produced through the ordered combination of all the strength operators in the arcs of the paths 
and that can be built between the source and the sink, considering the action of all the circles 
starting and ending in any node of those paths.

It is important to stress the fact that even if the relationship function is bound on a relationship 
type, this doesn't mean that the paths won't include weights that have a different relation type. 
Operations in CR-algebra are not restricted by relation type, as they can combine and transform 
types; so, even if the calculation is aiming to determine strength of a certain type of relationship 
among two concepts, it cannot simply ignore other relationships that could retro-act on the analyzed 
one. For instance, in case I want to know how much I am happy today by connecting 'me' to 'today', 
it will not be enough to follow the 'happy' relationships; the negative impact of 'unhappy' 
relationships must be considered nevertheless.
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However, this step authorizes us to define the full relationship functions as:

v , v={〈 , f {P ,C }〉∀∈T }

or, as the set of all those connections between the two nodes, separated by relation type and each 
one with its own strength operator, which is calculated by considering the paths and cycles as 
previously indicated.

Operations on arc weights (connections)

As the last formula of the previous paragraph suggests, it is necessary to consider the weights in 
paths and circles (as tuples of relation type and strength operator), by combining them in some 
meaningful way. 

The analytical methods to determine the set of paths between two nodes on a graph are well 
known, and we'll give them for granted here. Before engaging a simple example, it's useful to see 
what kind of operations we'll use in order to do the step of “combining the weight in a meaningful 
way”. We'll be mapping each kind of different graph structure with an operator in the CR-algebra, 
so that the graph representation of paths can be directly transformed into analytical operations.

The possible morphology of paths, and the relative operations,  are the follow:

• On a path, and on all the arcs of a circle but the last one, the arc incoming in the successor 
“acts” on the arc(s) departing from it. We'll call the operation of applying the weight of the 
upstream arc to the downstream ones “action”, with the symbol wu∣w d . The u and d 
indexes stand for “upstream” and “downstream” respectively.

• An arc may have a successor that is successor also for other “incoming” arcs. If the 
successor is part of a path, then the operation of merging two nodes is called “combination”, 
and has the symbol ww . If the successor is part of a circle, then the operation is called 
“retro-action” and has symbol w p /wc where the weight of the ark in the path is w p and 
the one in the circle is w c . 

• When n paths and m cycles have the same node per successor, the operations on the arcs 

incoming in that successor are defined as ∑
i=0, j=0

i=n , j=m

w pi /wcj , where the sum symbol simply 

indicates the reiteration of the combination operator.

• In a circle, the operation between the second-last and the last ark weights is called “action-
back” (as the last arc acts back on the first predecessor of the first node), and is indicated 
with the symbol wn−1∥wn , where n is the number of arcs in the circle.

The only property that is granted in any case is the commutativity of the combination:

wmwn⇔wnwm

Todo: there might be more properties of the operations; especially, it is sensible to explore the  
properties of the operations when the relation type stays constant. One crucial property to test for is  
the distributivity of the retro-action on the combination: wm/w jwn /w j⇔wnwm/w j
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but this cannot be granted without a prior analysis on the characteristics of the weight  
components .  

Associativity rules for the connection operations are as follows:

wn∣wm∣wo=wn∣wm∣wo

wnwmwo=wnwmwo

wn /wm/wo=wn/ wm/wo

wn∥wm∥wo=wn∥wm∥wo

In other words, composition and action are left associative, while retro-action and action-back are 
right associative. Furthermore, the composition being commutative, this must hold true:

wnwmwo=wnwmwo

while it is not possible to change associativity in other operations.

It is interesting to define the relationship between the operations and the empty and identity 
connections. For the action operator, when the empty connection is one of the operands then the 
result is the empty connection, and if one of the operands is the identity connection, then the result 
is the other operand. 

w∣0=0
0∣w=0
w∣I=w
I∣w=w
I∣I= I

The operation with the combination operator is defined only for the empty connection, which 
leaves the other connection unaltered:

  
w0=w
0w=w

The combination with the identity connection is not defined; it is necessary to reduce it to a 
defined connection before combining it.

Same goes for the retro-action operator, but the order of the operands is relevant:

w /0=w
0 /w=0

If “nothing” retro-acts on a connection, then the result is the connection itself, but if a valid 
connection retro-acts on nothing, the result is nothing.

Finally, the acts-back operator:

w∥0=0
0∥w=w
w∥I=w

If w acts on a node which then as an empty acts-back connection, then the result is an “open” or 
“empty” connection as well, while the empty connection then acting back through w has the same 
effect of just applying w to the final successor. In the case of the act-back operator, there is a 
definition also for w||I: if a a connection acts-back the same way (identity) it was acting forward, 
then the final result is the original forward connection. I||w is not defined.
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Finally, the operator precedence is defined as follows for practical reasons:

/ highest
∥ ,∣ middle
 lowest

In this way, group of arc weights from the same path or circle can then be put in retro-action 
against another set of operation describing another path, and finally, multiple results on multiple 
paths can be combined in one.

Abstract example

A direct, general yet pretty concrete and straightforward way to show how to turn a set of 
concepts and relations into a calculable formula is to apply the transformation to a relatively 
complex graph. In this example, we leave the node value function and the operators undefined, and 
we don't specify the relationship types comprised in the connections. 

The following graph briefly presents a vast variety of connections and cycles that can be used to 
illustrate how to compose a relationship function in complex cases:

In the graph, nodes (concepts) are represented by small letters; arcs should be named a1..31 , and 
their weights w1..31 , but for brevity we'll indicate them both by just their ordinal number; just 
keep in mind that the numbers in the formulae below represent a weight in the W space, while the 
same numbers in the path/circle set definition represent an arc in the A space.

Suppose that we are to find the following relationship functions:

a , e 
c , f 
a ,u 
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We'll calculate the first two relationships first to illustrate the simpler mechanism, then we'll get 
on the serious stuff of calculating the relationship between very distant nodes.

As said earlier, we're not concentrating on the problem of defining sub-graphs and finding paths in 
them; this part of the theory is well established and is not being modified here, so we can use it to 
find the part of the graph that are interesting to us.

So, let's start analyzing the simplest case: a , e . The path leading from a to e is simply:

P a , e={1,3,5}

Notice that the arc from b is not part of the path, nor the cycle between d and e plays any part. 
When we're interested in the relationship between two nodes, the calculus is performed within the 
sub-graph comprising them respectively as first predecessor and last successor; eventual cycles in 
which they lie are not part of that sub-graph.

As such, the rho function is simply defined as the following:

a , e=1∣3∣5

The second case is more interesting: 

P c , f ={3°{5,4},6}

On the d node, which is the successor of the arc 3, insists a circle comprising the arcs 5 and 4. 
Let's start from this circle. According to the transformation rules:

c , f =3 /5∥4∣6

The above definition is telling that the relationship can be determined by applying the act-back 
operator between 5 and 4, and retro-acting the result on 3. Then, this connection can be acted 
forward on 6 to obtain the complete relation.

Armed with this simple tools, we should be able to chew the more complex case: a ,u . In 
this case we'll proceed through a top-down approach, which makes the task of defining the 
equations a bit simpler in complex cases like this. We can group the nodes between d and l, and 
those between m and u in two big sub-graphs:

In the latter subgroup, we define an u'  node which has an identity relation with the u node, so 
when the subgraph comprising the u node is resolved, the relationship can be solved easily:

u , u:=I ⇒ a , u=a ,u

As such, the first approximation of our rho is:

a , u=1∣3 f d , e .. l ∣14 f m ,n ..u

For brevity, we'll call f(d,e .. l) f1 and f(m, n .. u ) f2
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The first part of the graph is as follows:

A first approximation of f1 can be the following:

f1=⋅/ f d , e ∣ 6∣8  7 / f g , j , k ∣9  / f h ,l ,i  ∣13

The retro-action that is calculated in f(d,e) must act on the subgraph arriving in d; hence the dot at 
the beginning.

Notice the f(h,l,i); the arc 13 acts both as an action from h to l and as a part of the cycle {h,l,i}. 

We already know that a circle with two elements can by a simple act-back operation:

f d , e=5∥4

A circle of three elements require a different approach:

f g , j , k =10∣11∥12

The first arc weight acts on the second; it's only the last one that acts-back on the first.

Similarly:

f h , l , i =13∣27∥28

Defined this, the complete function can be obtained by mere substitution:

f1=⋅/5∥4 ∣ 6∣8  7 /10∣11∥12 ∣9  /13∣27∥28 ∣13

The second part of the graph is a bit more complex:
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For brevity, we describe the function already expanded:

f2=⋅⋅/16/17∣19∥20∣17∥18⋅/21/24∣25∥26∣22∥23∣15∣30
⋅/21/24∣25∥26∣22∥23∣29∣31

The above function is written on two lines; the first one represents the part of the relationship to u 
coming from r, and the other one is the part coming from m.

First, notice that the incoming calculus is repeated four times, as it used directly and receives two 
direct retro-actions (by r, o and p on one side, r, m and n on the other), and one indirect retro-action 
(which is the set of cycles between the nodes r, m, n, o, p). 

A complete writing of a relationship equation of this complexity is rarely necessary, as the terms 
can be simplified as the calculus is performed incrementally; however, for the sake of completeness, 
the generic solution to this abstract problem is:

a , u =(
1 ∣3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 /13∣27∥28∣13∣14
1 ∣3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 /13∣27∥28∣13∣14/16/ 17∣19∥20∣17∥18
1 ∣3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 /13∣27∥28∣13∣14/21/ 24∣25∥26∣22∥23
)∣15∣30
1 ∣3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 /13∣27∥28∣13∣14/21/ 24∣25∥26∣22∥23∣29∣31

It is easily seen that the first part of the equation is common and might be calculated just once; 
same can be said for the retro-action starting with 21/ …. 

A more readable version of the above, that would be also useful in performing the calculus in a 
concrete context, should be:

0=1∣ 3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 / 13∣27∥28∣13∣14
1=21/24∣25∥26∣22∥23
a ,u =(00 /16/ 17∣19∥20∣17∥180 /1 )∣15∣30
1 ∣3/5∥4 ∣ 6∣87/ 10∣11∥12∣9 /13∣27∥28∣13∣14/1∣29∣31

A simple case: system of linear equations

The abstract case we dealt is relatively complex, as it is not possible to produce any inference on 
the relationship types. In a world where the things are made simpler by definition, we should be 
able to apply the generic theory so that the result is simpler. As strange as it might sound, the 
simpler world I am talking about is the world of mathematics.

It is possible to provide a formal definition for a CR-graph applied to equations, but it would be a 
relatively sterile exercise in this context (which... is a concept). What we want show here is just an 
exemplification of how “concrete” this method can become in a mathematical domain.

As we're talking of examples, let's take an arbitrary linear equation system:
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{
x=2yz−2
y=2z−x1
z=3x−2y3

Through simple algebraic passages, it is possible to determine the solution of this system:

{
x=−

1
2

y=
9
10

z=−
3
10

but we're interested to derive this results via CR-algebra. For this purpose, we dub the variables as 
“concepts”, and just one relationship between them called “defines”, or simply “causes”.

Pure numbers are concepts as well (indeed, there's nothing more conceptual than those), while the 
strength operator is the “multiply by coefficient” operator. Since we have just one type of relation, 
we can concentrate on the strength operator, and define the operations just for that:

• The strength operator has domain in the concepts (variables or numbers) and codomain in 
the real field:  v :V ℜ . The number associated with the application of the strength 
operator is called result “r” in the real field:  v :=r∈ℜ

• The combination operation is defined as the sum of the the strength application results 
 vn vm :=r nr m

• The action and the action-back operators are both defined as the multiplication of the results: 
 vn ∣ vm:=rn r m ;  v n∥ vm:=rn r m

• The retro-action operator is defined as the application of the inverse of 1 minus result to the 

retro-action result:  vn / vm:=
rn

1−rm

• In particular,  vn / vm ° vn:=
r n

1−r m°r n
, where ° indicates any CR-algebra 

operator on the left, and its application in the standard algebra on the right, for instance 
⋅∣⋅  multiply

• The value of concept function is defined as  :V ℜ and associates the value of each 
number concept to 1, while it associates the variables to the sum of the results entering in the 
variable concept:

V={N ,VARs}
n∈N  :=1
v∈VARs :=∑  vi∀ vi∈{p v }

(where {p(v)} is the set of the predecessors of the vertex v).

Now that we have defined how the CR-algebra works in the algebra field, we can transform the 
system in a graph:
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On the knowledge integration / production side, it must be noted that a graph like this is not very 
informative; it just tell us that the entities in the graph could be proficiently organized in an 
equation system... which we knew; but when the variable number is increased and the relationships 
between the variables grow sparser, things get interesting. While calculus techniques on sparse 
matrices are usefully employed to resolve large linear equation systems, this method could provide 
a similarly effective approach on the calculus side, but would bring in a greater expressiveness in 
the representation of the phenomenon that the system is meant to mimic.

The relationship between each variable turns out to be the coefficient of each variable in the 
other's expression; or in other words, it's the first partial derivative on the related variable:

x , y =−1
x , z =3
 y , x =2
 y , z =−2
 z , x=1
 z , y =2

How to determine the value of the variables? To do that, we must calculate their relationship with 
the known numbers. When the relationship of each variable with each known term is known, the 
system is resolved.

Since we have named the arcs after their strength, to express an arc (or it's weight depending on 
the context) we'll be using the notation xy ; but once shown the general mechanism, we'll use 
directly the numbers.

The paths in a fully connected graph, as the one that is expressing the relationships between the 
variables of a linear equation system without zeroed coefficients, can get very complex. Even in the 
simple case of a 3 variable system, as in this example, the identification of the paths and circles, and 
their relationship, requires a careful application of the techniques described in the established graph 
theory. 

With regards to this, it is necessary to underline that CR-algebra is not meant to be a substitute for 
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the Runge-Kutta or Cramer system resolution methods; we're just incidentally using a system of 
equations as an example of how the CR-algebra can be applied also to abstract concepts as variables 
and numbers, matching the results of other, more direct (in this case) approaches.

Yet, it is also to be noticed that being able to calculate the values of variables in a system without 
the need for the computation of a matrix determinant, and being able to precisely determine the 
relationship between loosely related variables in large sparse matrices, this method could be 
proficiently applied to solve more complex mathematical problems, and in some scenario involving 
systems in which the coefficient form sparse matrices, it might even perform better than previously 
available methods.

Regarding the 3x3 system of our example, the paths from the known numbers to the x variable are 
the following:

P1 : P nx , x ={ nx x }
P2 : P n y , x ={ ny y , y x}
P3 : P n y , x ={ ny y , y z , z x }
P4 : P nz , x ={ nz z , z x }
P5 : P nz , x ={ nz z , z y , y x }

The value in nx goes directly to the x variable; n y is transferred to the x variable by circulating 
through the y variable, and then directly from y to x, or diverting to z and from there to x. A specular 
fact happens to nz . For reader's comfort, the paths have been numbered 1 to 5.

To illustrate how we can speed up the construction of the relation functions in a context where the 
strength operators are commutative and where there is just one type of relation, consider the phi 
function that is to be generated on the P2 path. For brevity we indicate the  operator with the 
name of its ark.

n y , x = n y y / y x∥ x y y z∥ z y x z∣ z x y z∣ z x∥ x y y x∣ x z∥ z y  ∣
        y x / x y∥ y x x z∥ z x y z∣ z y x y∣ y z∥ z x x z∣ z y∥ y x 
        ...

We're leaving what follows the second part of the expression (the part generated through P3 , to 
be placed in the ellipses after the last '+') for later. 

Notice that the correct, complete formulation of the expression involves declaring as retro-acting 
on the n y y arc (connecting the known term in the y= expression to y), the combination of the 
action of the circles beginning on the arc successor (y). Same must be done with the following arc
y x . Please, take a moment to notice that the back-action operator leads to an arc whose 

successor is  the first arc predecessors, which is also the successor of the retro-acted arc; for 
instance, on  y x all the circles in the retro-action start and end with x. 

Notice also that the circles x z∣ z x and y z∣ z y are part of the retro-action, but don't act-back 
on the successor node where the retro-action is insisting. The circle order (the predecessor of the 
first arc) is taken depending on the node that is part of the path where the retro-action insists.

NOTE: this is a tentative definition of this kind of retro-active relationships, and is not complete.  
More study on the existing graph theory and on other transpositions in different contexts is in order  
to verify it and define it more formally.
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In general, there isn't any guarantee that the sigma operators are commutative, nor that the action 
and action-back operators are themselves commutative, and not even that the retro-action operator 
is associative; but knowing that the strength operator is the algebraic multiplication, that the 
combination is the sum and that the retro-action is a multiplication of a function of the retro-acting 
terms, we can see that: y x∣ x z∥ z y = z y∣ y x∥ x z = x z∣ z y∥ y x . More generally, the order in 
which the arcs are in the list is not relevant. While the cycles that can be built on each node are 
different, as the action-back and action operator share the same definition, the result of the CR-
algebra calculus on different circles built on the same nodes is invariant. Having done this 
consideration, we can use a generic C x notation to indicate a cycle, just considering the nodes it 
comprehend without considering the start-end node.

So, we can define the circles just considering their arcs and ignoring the arc order. Considering the 
x variable, four circles are directly passing through it (the circle of all the arches forward and 
backward, then the smaller circles binding x with y and z respectively) and a fifth circle (the one 
between y and z) is not adjacent to it:

C1 :C x ={ x y , y z , z x }
C 2:C  x={ x z , z y , y x }
C3 :C x ={ x y , y x }
C 4:C x={ x z , z x}
C5 :C  y , z ={ y z , z y }

We can now define the correlation more simply as:

n y , x = n y y /[ f C 1 f C2 f C3 f C 4 f C5]∣

y x /[ f C1 f C 2 f C 3 f C 4 f C 5]...

And as we can grant the distributive property of the retro-action on the action:

n y , x = ny y∣ y x/ [ f C1 f C 2 f C3 f C4 f C5]...

or just for brevity:

n y , x = ny y∣ y x/ f C1..5...

The correlation function for the second part of the relation P3 can be similarly built, so we can 
write:

n y , x = ny y∣ y x ny y∣ y z∣ z x/ f C 1..5

In our case, the correlation function for the known term of the z expression is simply specular:

nz , x = nz z∣ z x nz y∣ z y∣ y x/ f C1..5

The correlation between the known term of the x expression and the x variable is more tricky: the 
path P1 doesn't intersect all the circles. As such, the circle C5 effectively retro-acts on the retro-
action directly or indirectly caused by all the other circles on the P1 path. So:

nx , x = nx x / f C1..4 / f C5

Now we can define the value function for the x node as:

x =nx , x ny , x nz , x=
= nx x /[ f C1..4/ f C5] ny y∣ y x ny y∣ y z∣ z x nz z∣ z x nz y∣ z y∣ y x/ f C1..5

Now we can substitute directly the numbers in our equation:
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f C5=2×−2=−4
f C1..4 =−1×−2×13×2×2−1×21×3=212−23=15
f C1..5 =−1×−2×13×2×2−1×21×32×−2=212−23−4=11

nx , x =−2×
1

1−15×
1

1−−4

=
−2

1−
15
5

=
−2
1−3

=
−2
−2
=1

n y , x =
1×21×−2×1

1−11
=0

nz , x =
3×13×2×2

1−11
=

312
10

=
15
−10

=−
3
2

x =10−
3
2
=−

1
2

Q.E.D.

We can operate similarly for the other variables and achieve a similarly correct result. 

First of all, notice how the combination of the three ρ functions, after some simple algebraic 
transformation, leads to the same structure of the coefficients as determined by the Cramer method.

Second, it is interesting to notice that, the ρ function having a meaning of partial derivate, the 
value of the known term of the expression for y has not any significance in determining the value of 
x. 

This fact is not very interesting in this example, but in some context it might be. For instance, on a 
larger problem, if the known number was representing the money spent on a research project, and 
the x represented a success rate for the project, this information would be pretty valuable.

On love, hate and friendship

Shown the potential of the CR-Algebra in abstract domains, with simple relations and operations 
between them, it is now useful to provide an example of how the CR-algebra can deal with much 
more complex interactions. For this purpose, we'll use a model of concept-relations where the 
concepts represent persons, and the relations are either love, hate or friendship.

The reason behind the choice of a so unscientific topic to bring forward this exemplification is 
trice-fold.

First of all, love, hate and friendship provide an example of real-world relation types that are 
intransitive and unstable. If A loves B and B loves C, this doesn't mean that A loves C; usually, it's 
pretty the reverse. This gives us the occasion to define operations that use the whole W domain, 
changing the relation type as well as the strength operator as they are applied.

Second, being relationships that can be easily understood by the reader and that are pretty constant 
through different cultural mindsets, their text description and meaning will be easier to follow 
during the exemplification. Remembering that under some condition love turns into hate is easier to 
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remember that the relation theta turns into theta-first, and the definition of this change can be 
intuitive enough not to require a constant reference to a transformation table.

Third, being the name of the relations attached to a real significance, even if the matter at stake is 
non-tangible, it's hope of the writer that the examples are able to demonstrate, even just tentatively, 
how it is possible to create new knowledge through the application of this method; for instance, 
analyzing the findings in the examples, it might be possible to infer some further meaning, or 
understand a generic “status of the system” in terms of qualitative description. Trying to perform 
this further step would be much more difficult if using as examples less meaningful relation types.

And well... to be totally honest... I just happen to go crazy for love-hate-friendship graphs in 
Japanese anime!

Concept value function in the lhf examples

What's the meaning of the value function v x , in a concrete example as the love-hate-
friendship scheme? 

Each concept-node is a person, and the values for the relation type are ∈{l , h , f } (of course, l 
stands for love, h for hate and f for friendship). So, the meaning of  you , l  should mean “how 
much love you've got in you” (which, other than being the physical meaning of the phi function, 
could also be a great title for a pop song). 

In this paper we'll focus on the relationships, leaving the v x , function undefined; this is 
because the definition of the function has been already exemplified in the algebraic example, and 
hypothesizing a definition of this function in this case wouldn't add anything to the value of this 
example. The goal of this section is to provide an example of how the  function can be derived 
in complex cases.

However, it's worth to keep in mind that a  function actually exists, and in some other context, 
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it might be interesting to explicitly define it. For instance, in a psychology research project, a 
function could be applied to some key subjects through a questionnaire, and then propagated to 
subjects for which it is unknown through the  application.

Definition of the operations

To be able to operate on any lhf scheme, we need to define the operations on the weights in the 
weight space. Our weight space is as follows:

W lhf={〈 l ,l 〉 , 〈h , h〉 , 〈 f , f 〉}

So, we need to define 12 operation cases for each of the 4 operations in the CR-algebra. It's a total 
of 48 operation definitions. We'll describe each group of operation in words, explaining the reason 
behind the definitions and then illustrate the formal definition.

As for the  operators, we'll relay on something relatively simple: they'll be defined as multiply  
by ratio, where the ratio is a real number between 0 and 1:

 
 :V ℜ
v :=v ,⋅n where 0≤n≤1

As such:

 01 := ⋅ n0×n1

Also,

01

m
:= ⋅

n0×n1

m

Action operations

The action operation is the operation of a weight applied to a subsequent one in the arc walk (path 
or circle). 

So, if Aaron loves Brenda, and Brenda loves Corey, what's the relationship between Aaron and 
Corey? We can suppose that Aaron will hate Corey as much as he loves Brenda, and as much as 
Brenda loves Corey. If the crush for Brenda is a light thing, then Aaron won't feel much hate for 
Corey no matter how strong is Brenda's feeling and the other way around. Formally:

[ l0=〈l , l ,0 〉∣ l 1=〈 l ,l ,1 〉]=〈h , l ,0l ,1〉

For brevity, from now on we'll just use the weight name in the left part of the definition under the 
assumption that wn=〈w ,w , n〉 . Also, when indicating the weight operators in the context of an 
arc weight, we'll omit the type index: 〈 , , n〉⇒ 〈 ,n〉 .

Now, if Aaron loves Brenda which happens to hate Corey, then Aaron is justified in hating Corey 
a bit, as he sympathies with his beloved one. Similarly, we tend to befriend and stick with people 
that our beloved sticks to. The stronger this two feelings and the stronger is our feeling for the 
beloved one, the stronger will be the sticking to its friends and hatred for the person he or she hates:
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l 0 ∣ h1=〈h ,01〉

l 0 ∣ f 1=〈 f ,01〉

How about hate? Bringing forward the example of fictional worlds depicted in Japanese animes, 
minions of our enemies are certainly our enemies as well, but not as our direct enemies are. On the 
other hand, enemies of our enemies are not necessarily our friends:

h0 ∣ l 1=〈h ,
 01

2
〉

h0 ∣h1=0

h0 ∣ f 1=〈h ,
 0 1

2
〉

As for friendship, we tend to befriend the friends of our friends, as well as their lovers, and hate 
who hates them; but again, the relationship grows weaker as the friendship chain lengthens:

f 0 ∣ l 1=〈 f ,
01

2
〉

f 0 ∣ h1=〈h ,
 0 1

2
〉

f 0 ∣ f 1=〈 f ,
01

2
〉

Action-back operations

The action-back operations are those operation that, at the end of a circle, close it on the element 
that was initiating it. It is simple to figure this situation when of two entities are acting back one on 
the other. For instance, if Aaron loves Brenda, and Brenda loves Aaron back as well, their feeling 
will grow stronger; same can be said for friendship and of course, hate.

To capture this fact, we define an operator for the strength operator called “arousing”:

 0 m 1 := ⋅ [n0
n11−n0

m
]

where m is a real number. This number grows between the multiplier of  0 and 1 depending on 
the amplitude of the multiplier in  1 .

As such, the definition of the operation 

l 0∥ l 1=〈 l ,0 1〉

As for friendship, if Aaron loves Brenda but Brenda thinks of him just as a friend, this won't 
change Aaron feelings, but they won't be strengthened either. So:

l 0∥ f 1=〈 l ,0〉=l 0

but  if Brenda turns down the feeling altogether by hating him back, then this will hurt Aaron 
feeling:
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l 0∥ h1=〈 l ,
 01

2
〉

Similarly, the other relations goes as:

h0∥ l 1=〈h ,
01

2
〉

h0∥ h1=〈h , 0  1〉

h0∥ f 1=〈h ,
01

2
〉

f 0 ∥ l 1=〈 f ,0〉= f 0

f 0 ∥ h1=〈 f ,
 0 1

2
〉

f 0 ∥ f 1=〈 f ,0 1〉

Notice that the relationships operation definition is not commutative.

Retro-action operations

In everyday language, a retro-action is what happens to a relationship when another relationship is 
applied on the same concept by “something else”, to which the initial concept had some relation 
with. In our example, it's what it happens to Aaron feelings when he loves, hates or befriend 
Brenda, but Brenda is loved, hated or befriended by someone else that she loves, befriend or hates 
(directly or indirectly).

It is a bit complex to imagine this situation in a concrete environment, especially when we're 
dealing with feeling as complex as the ones we're considering; however, this is a mere example to 
illustrate the CR-operations definition and application. As such, we're not terribly concerned if some 
description is not particularly objective.

Said this, if Aaron loves Brenda, which is loved-back by someone else, or, in other words, that is 
engaged in a relation that returns back her love, then Aaron would be hurt. This is the reverse of 
what we have seen in the case of the arousing on strength operators. We need something that 
operates reducing the multiplier by a quantity that depends on the second multiplier (an appropriate 
name is “damping” operator):

 0 m 1= ⋅
n01−n1

m

So, if a person loves another one, which loves and is loved back by someone else, it's feeling will 
be less and less intense:

l 0 / l1=〈l , 0  21〉

We won't be particularly concerned if our beloved one is befriended by someone else, while we 
might be a bit worried if he or she is hated; which would cause our feeling to grow stronger in 
sympathy.

l 0 / h1=〈 l ,0  2 1〉

l 0 / f 1=l0
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In case of hate, we'll probably won't be interested in what relationship is involved the target of our 
hate:

h0 / l 1=h0

h0 / h1=h0

h0 / f 1=h0

For friendship, someone else's love and friendship won't probably be much of interest, but if our 
friend is hated, then we'd be sympathetic almost as if we loved him or her.

f 0 / l1= f 0

f 0 / h1=〈 l ,0  41〉

f 0 / f 1= f 0

Combination operations

In the context of this example, combination operations are sum of feelings; in other words what 
happens when we love and hate, or hate but yet befriend someone. In love-hate relations, it is 
possible that if the love surpasses the hate, then we end up to love, at least a bit the target of our 
feelings, but if the hate starts surpassing love, then the sentiment can suddenly turn into hate. 

The combination operation in our example demonstrates the conditional change of relation type 
through operations. Other operations in this example are type-change-condition-free: they either 
change the relation or keep it constant. However, it is possible that other W , spaces define 
actions, actions-back or retro-actions which conditionally change the relation type depending on the 
type and strength operators of their weight operand.

Since we'll be “summing up” the effect of strength operators, we should also define what that 
means in the  space.

 12 :

Remembering that the strength operator in our example is defined as a “multiply by ratio”, we 
define the sum of strengths as: multiply by mean ratio. Intuitively, if Brenda receives 90% and 70% 
of love from Aaron through two different paths, it is reasonable to think that the conveyed feeling 
will actually lay somewhere in between, around 80%.

 1 2 := ⋅
n1n2

2

Love and hate are opposite, and summing up them should reflect this situation. For instance, 
receiving 70% love and 30% hate from a person should mean receiving 50% love.

− :
 1− 2 := ⋅ n1−n2

Notice that despite the use of + and - symbols, the + operation is not the reverse of the -:

 1− 2 2≠ 1

In our example, this two operators are defined only for strengths under the same relation type. 
This authorizes us to use the bounding operation on the strength operators.

Finally, it's useful to define a relational operation that will help us deciding when to switch 
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relation type. We can dub this relational operator intensity, with symbol “>”, and define it as the 
relationship between the ratio of the strength, regardless of the strength type: 

j ,mk , n if nmnn

A strength operator is more intense than another one if its ratio is higher. 70% love is more intense 
than 30% friendship, which is more intense than 10% hate.

Defined this basic operations on the strength operators, it is possible to define the combination 
operation on the weights. 

l 0l1=〈l , 01〉

l 0h1={ 〈l , 0−1〉 when01

〈h ,1− 0〉 otherwise

l 0 f 1=l 0 f 1

Notice that the combination operation is not defined in the last case. It is said that love and 
friendship are not combinable.

h0l1={ 〈h ,0−1〉 when01

〈l ,1−0〉 otherwise

h0h1=〈h ,01〉

h0 f 1=h0 f 1

And finally:

f 0l1= f 0l 1

f 0h1= f 0h1

f 0 f 1=〈h , 01〉

It is relatively simple to demonstrate that the combination operation as just defined is 
commutative.

Love at work

With all the operations in the W space defined, we can now being work on the love-hate-
friendship relationship graph. 

Borrowing the concept from the fuzzy logic theory, to better describe the relationship intensities in 
our graph, we'll use a textual name that stands for a numeric strength ratio:

• Completely: 1.0

• Very much: 0.9

• Much: 0.75

• Enough: 0.50

• A little: 0.25
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• A bit: 0.10

So, if Aaron completely loves Brenda,  and befriend her a bit, this means that the love relationship 
has ratio 1.0 and the friendship relationship has ratio 0.10. In the graphs, we'll use the notation “rt” 
(ratio-type); so, a ll relation is a “little love”, ch is a “complete hate” and ef is “enough friendship”.

A simple scheme

Let's warm up the ambient with a simple relationship scheme: Aaron happens to befriend very 
much Brenda, which completely loves Corey and is loved back by him, but just a little. Brenda had 
a crush for Daniel in the past, but now she hates him much. The question is, what is the relationship 
between Aaron and Daniel?

The equation we're interest in is the following:

a ,d =vf / cl∥ll  ∣mh

Complete love mixes with little love as:

cl∥ll=〈 l ,c  l 〉

But that's not relevant, as we know that love doesn't retro-acts on friendship. So all that's left is:

a ,d =vf ∣mh=〈h ,
vm

2
〉=〈h , 0.9×0.75

2

〉=〈h , 0.3375〉

The answer to our question is that Aaron hates Daniel, but just a bit more of a little.

What if Aaron, instead of befriending Brenda, loved her?

a ,d =vl / cl∥ll ∣mh

Then the love between Brenda and Corey would matter:

a ,d  = vl / 〈 l ,c l〉 ∣mh = 〈l , v cl〉∣mh = 〈h ,v  c  lm〉

The strength operators in the expression expand as:

v  2  c  l  m= ⋅ 0

The c operator is aroused by l , but it stays c as a complete love can't be more than 
complete. This means that the damping on v is complete as well; Aaron is cut out from loving 
Brenda by her mutual love for Corey. As such, Aaron has no hate feelings for Daniel.
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What if we reduce the strength of Brenda's love to “enough” ?

v  2  e  l m=  v  2 ⋅ 0.675 m= ⋅
0.9×1−0.675

2
 m=

 ⋅ 0.14625 m= ⋅ 0.14625×0.75=  0.109687

Aaron hates Daniel, but just a bit. 

A more articulated scheme

We now bring in a scheme in which we can experiment with not combinable relationships.

Observe the following scheme:

Aaron  much loves Brenda, which loves enough Corey that loves much in return. At the same 
time, time, Aaron loves a little Donna, which much befriends Edward, and he befriends Felix which 
befriends Donna back. Donna is enough in love with George, which is also enough friend of 
Brenda. George much hates Henry.

What are the relationships between Aaron and Henry?

a ,h=ml /el∥ml ∣ef ∣mh ll /mf ∣mf ∥mf ∣el∣mh

Since we can't grant the distributive property of the action on combination in this field, the mh 
term is repeated twice at the end of each branch.

a , h=ml / 〈 l ,e m〉∣ef ∣mh ll / 〈 f ,mm m 〉∣el∣mh

In the first branch, much love is damped by a love recursion, while on the little love branch, the 
friendship recursion isn't affecting the love relation. In the next step, the love we had in the first 
branch “reacts” with the friendship Brenda feels for George, and with the love that Donna feels for 
him: 

a ,h=〈 f ,m  2 e me 〉∣mh  〈h ,le 〉∣mh

The hate action on hate has a null result, so we have finally:
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a ,h=〈h ,
m  2  e mem

2
〉  0

We could easily calculate the strength of the hate of Aaron for Henry, but it is more interesting to 
see what happens if we change the feeling that George feels for Henry into friendship:

a , h=〈 f ,m  2 e me 〉∣mf  〈h ,le 〉∣mf

Now we have an interesting outcome:

a ,h=〈 f ,m  2 e mem〉  〈h ,
 lem

2
〉

Aaron befriends Henry, but in part, he also hates him. This relation cannot be further simplified, 
because there's isn't any combination operation defined between friendship and hate. All that we can 
know is the relationship of a certain type has a certain strength:

 f a ,h=m  2e m em

ha ,h=
 lem

2

More on non-reducible compositions

A non-reducible composition operation as the one we have just found could be generated in three 
ways:

• As a result of combined relations, as we have found in the previous example.

• As part of the graph definition; two nodes may be connected in the same direction through 
more than one relation. For instance, Bruce might love Carol, but also befriend her.

• As a part of the operator definition. There is no rule preventing a cr-operator from defining 
more than one relationship through its application. As  :V 2

W n≥1 , any cr-operator op 
can be defined as op :W W n≥1 .

Even if we didn't provide any practical example for a op :W W n1 in this paper, the effect and 
significance of such a definition is seen when dealing with non-reducible compositions in various 
examples.

A love/hate menage a trois

What happens when love and hate mix? 
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In this scheme, Aaron much loves Brenda; but he's confused about his feelings, in fact he much 
loves Corey as well, and Corey much loves Brenda too.

Now, what's the real relationship between Aaron and Brenda?

a , b=ml  ml∣ml=〈 l ,m〉〈h ,mm 〉

As m m m holds, we can say that:

a , b=〈 l ,m−mm〉

But a generic solution to this problem requires to check for the intensity of the strength of the two 
relationships to decide which kind prevails:

a ,b={ 〈 l , a b
− a c cb

〉 if  ab
  ac  cb

〈h , a c c b− ab〉 otherwise

Conclusions

This brief introduction just scratches the surface of the topic. The application fields of the 
techniques indicated in this paper are wide, and each application domain could require a different 
approach. For instance, the definition of the operators on the strength operators is a delicate matter 
that could require theoretical and experimental studies on their own.

The relation type change and the characteristics of both the strength operators and the operators 
on the strength operators affects important features of the CR-operators. A deep study of the rules 
through which commutativity, distributivity and invertibility of the operators between strength 
operators and of the strength operator themselves is propagated to the CR-operators in the W space 
would be a very important part of a complete and formal definition of the CR-algebra.

The definition of some extended functions would help analyzing complex structures and 
producing new knowledge out of them. For instance: 

• The “centrality” function: the combination of all the relationship weights between a given 
node and all the other nodes in the graph. Variations on the node with the highest centrality 
in a graph has the greatest impact  per variation unit of all the nodes.

• The “inverse centrality” function: it's the sum of the relationships between the other nodes, 
taken as sources, and the given node. The node with the lowest inverse centrality is the node 
that is the most difficult to be changed, the one that requires more energy per variation unit.

Finally, the study of the value-per-type functions could require a whole deep study on its own. 
When applying the CR-algebra to soft sciences, as medicine, psychology, sociology, economy, 
ecology, biology and so on, the discrepancy between values of nodes hypothesizes through the 
application of relation functions and those obtained through direct observation may indicate:

• an error in the definition of the graph (both in nodes and/or relations); or
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• an error in the esteem of the value of the original nodes that where used to infer the value of 
the subsequent nodes; or

• an error in the determination of the strength operators; or

• an error in the evaluation of the values associated with the strength operators; or

• an error in the definition of the CR-operations (and/or the operators between strength 
operators); or

• an error in the methodology through which the value of the downstream nodes is evaluated 
through direct observation.

By crossing observations and further analysis, it might be possible to pinpoint the discrepancy 
causes, or reducing the possibility of formal errors. When formal errors can be excluded, it then 
becomes possible to detect flaws in the overall knowledge, exposing the presence of hidden causes 
and unknown relations.

Finally, associating a friction operator with each weight (making it a triplet of type, strength and 
friction operators), it could be possible to calculate not just the relations between concepts, but also 
the dynamics through which an effect could be propagated in a network of concepts.
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